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Introduc:on	
Ø  Coronal	Seismology	became	possible	thanks	to	EUV	waves	

observa:ons	with	SOHO,	TRACE,	SDO/AIA	and	other	EUV	instruments	
(Liu	&	Ofman2014),	and	was	developed	to	study	the	magne:c	
structure	of	the	solar	corona	(Nakariakov	&	Ofman	2001).	

Ø  SDO/AIA	discovered	quasi-periodic	propaga:ng	fast	wave	trains	
(QPFs),	with	speeds	of	~1000	km/s	associated	with	flares	(Liu	et	al.	
2011;	2012),	and	they	have	been	o^en	observed	in	many	events	
(e.g.,	Nis:co	et	al.	2014,	Liu	et	al.	2016).	

Ø  The	fast-mode	MHD	wave	nature	of	these	features	was	confirmed	by	
3D	MHD	modeling	(Ofman	et	al.	2011),	and	with	2.5D	MHD	models	
(Pascoe	et	al.	2013).	

Ø  The	waves	are	associated	with	and	provide	informa:on	on	erup:ve	
and	energe:c	events,	such	as	flares	(flare-pulsa:on)	and	CME	fronts.	

Ø  	Recently,	it	has	been	demonstrated	that	3D	MHD	modeling	is	
needed	for	improved	coronal	seismology	(DeMoortel	&	Pascoe	2009;	
Ofman	et	al.	2015)	
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Observa:ons:	flare-driven	QFPs	
Liu	et	al	2011	



Correla:on	between	flare	and	wave	pulsa:ons	



Observa:ons:	sta:s:cs	and	DEM	



QPF	waves	coronal	seismology	(CS)	
Ø  Detec:on	of	phase	speed	(example:		vph=2200±130	km	s−1)=>	

determine	B	from	Vph;	need	n,	T	(example:		B	=		vph(4πρ)0.5=8G	
within	50%)	

Ø  Detec:on	of	wavelength	=>	T,	n,	B	(example:	T=0.8-1MK	for	1-
Aug-2010	event)	

Ø  Detec:on	of	loca:on/direc:on/shape	=>	determine	3D	magne:c	
structure	consistency	

Ø  Oscilla:ons	period/amplitude	=>	flare	oscilla:ons,	flare	energy	
release	proper:es	(example:	energy	flux		ρv2Vph	/2	=(0.1–2.6)x107		
erg	cm−2		s−1)	

Ø  Damping/dissipa:on	=>	magne:c	field	divergence/thermal,	viscous,	
resis:ve	coefficients	

Ø  Complica:on:		wave	proper:es	depend	on	3D	magne:c	and	phase	
speed	structure	=>	3D	MHD	modeling	with	parameterized	realis:c	
AR	structure	=>	model	parameter	fikng	for	improved	CS	

	
	



Coronal	seismology	based	on	linear	wave	dispersion	

Four main modes: 

•  Sausage (|B|, ρ)  

•  Kink (almost 
incompressible) 

•  Torsional 
(incompressible) 

•  Magneto-acoustic (ρ, V) 

Torsional waves 

m=1 

m=0 

Roberts 1981: Dispersion relations of MHD 
modes of a magnetic flux tube 

Magnetic flux tube: 

From	V.	M.	Nakariakov	



Modeling	waves	in	AR	
Ø  Dipole magnetic field (white 

curves) used for the model 
AR. 

Ø  The field strength decreases 
rapidly with height. 

Ø  Gravitat ional ly strat i f ied 
density 

Ø  The intensity scale shows the 
magnetic field magnitude at 
the base of the AR.  

Ø  Dimensionless units.  

Driven fast magnetosonic waves:  
 
 V=V0 ex,  where 

Slow waves excitation by flows 
along the field: 

Ofman et al., 2012 

Av(t)=sin(ωt) 



Polytropic	MHD	equa:ons	
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3D	MHD	Model	Equa:ons	



Ini:al	and	boundary	condi:ons	
Ø  Dipole magnetic field (as in Ofman and Thompson 2002; Ofman et al. 2015)  

T0=1MK 

The initial density (left), fast magnetosonic speed (middle), and plasma  in the xz plane at t=0 in 
the model AR. The contours on Vf show the 50%, 25%, and 12.5% levels of the maximal value. 

Ø  Fast magnetosonic speed Vf;  plasma β=8πnkT/B2=2Cs
2/VA

2 

Ø  Boundary conditions: line tied at z=1, open at other 5 planes. 

Ø  Hydrostatic density: ,   where 

B0=100G 
T0=1MK 
N0=1.4e9 cm-3 

The	ini:al	bipolar	magne:c	field	of	the	model	AR	

Typical	resolu:on:	2563	to	5123;	MPI	parallel	code	solved	on	256	to	512	processors.	



3D	structure	of	wave	density	
perturba:on	

The	 three	 dimensional	 density	 perturba:on	 structure	 due	 to	 the	 driven	 fast	magnetosonic	
waves	 shown	 as	 an	 isosurface	 (at	 the	 level	 ns=0.015)	 at	 t=22,	 38	 τA	 demonstra:ng	 the	
propaga:on	 of	 the	 fast	 magnetosonic	 wave	 in	 the	 magne:c	 ‘funnel’	 produced	 by	 the	
structure	of	the	background	dipolar	magne:c	field	and	the	gravita:onally	stra:fied	density.			



Deflec:on	of	magne:c	field	lines	by	
the	waves	

Vx0=0.02	 Vx0=0.1	

Magne:c	 field	 lines	 of	 the	model	 ac:ve	 region	 in	 the	 x-z	 plane.	 Le^	 panel	 shows	 the	 fast	
magnetosonic	 waves	 in	 the	 magne:c	 ‘funnel’	 (arrow)	 for	 driving	 velocity	 amplitude	
Vx0=0.02VA	The	right	panel	 is	 for	 large	Vx0=0.1VA	 to	demonstrate	more	clearly	 the	effects	of	
the	waves	on	the	magne:c	field.	



Propaga:ng	wavefronts	and	:me	
dependence	of	the	components	

Density	running	difference	(normalized	by	the	ini:al	
value)	and	magne:c	field	lines	in	the	xz-plane	at	the	
center	of	the	AR	(y	=	0).	Density	perturba:ons	due	
to	 QFPs	 launched	 at	 the	 booom	 boundary	 are	
evident	and	similar	to	those	in	AIA	images.	

*	

The temporal 
evolution of 
the velocity 
components 
at a point. 
 
 
The perturbed 
magnetic field 
components. 
 
 
 
The density 
perturbation.  



Modeling	fast	quasi-periodic	MHD	
waves	in	AR	magne:c	funnels	
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Density	running	difference	

Liu	et	al	2011;	Ofman	et	al	2011	

Phase	speed:	1000-2000	km/s	
B0=100G; N0=1.4e9 cm-3 

T=1MK	

Energy flux:   (0.1–2.6) x107  erg cm−2  s−1  

T=1.5MK	

Density	running	difference	



Single	source	vs.	counter	propaga:ng	QPFs	
												One	wave	source																																																		Two	counter-propaga:ng	waves	sources	

Liu	et	al	al.	2011	



Single	source	vs.	counter	propaga:ng	QPFs	
												One	wave	source																																																		Two	counter-propaga:ng	waves	sources	

Liu	et	al	al.	2011	



On-limb	view	of	QPF	waves	

The	cut	in	the	x-y	plane	at	z=1.26	of	the	fast	magentosonic	speed	Vf	(le^),	the	velocity	
(middle),	and	the	density	(right)	due	to	the	waves	at	t=38.1	τA.	The	low	Vf	in	the	
regions	marked	by	the	arrows	lead	to	trapping	of	the	fast	magnetosonic	waves.	

Ø  On	limb	view	=>	3D	structure	of	the	AR	field	

Ø  Oscilla:ng	bright	points	(e.g.,	Ugarte-Urra	et	al.	2004;	Doyle	et	al.	2006;	Tian	et	al.	
2008;	Tanmoy	et	al.	2016)?		

τA=11.9s	



Transverse	Loop	arcade	oscilla:ons	

SDO/AIA 171A 2011-8-9 

Srivastava	&	Goossens	2013	Ofman,	Parizi,	Srivastava	2015	



Modeling	arcade	oscilla:ons	
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Propaga:on	of	fast	MHD	disturbance	
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Observa:ons	vs.	model	
Ofman,	Parizi,	Srivastava	2015	



Conclusions	
  Observa:ons	by	SDO/AIA	in	EUV	find	quasi-periodic	propaga:ng	fast	(QPFs)	
intensity	varia:ons	associated	with	impulsive	events	in	ac:ve	regions.	

	
  We	develop	3D	MHD	model	of	driven	fast	magnetosonic	waves	in	a	bipolar	ac:ve	
region	funnel	in	order	to	study	these	events	and	develop	improved	coronal	
seismology.	

  We	find	that	the	modeled	waves	produce	signatures	similar	to	observa:ons:	the	
waves	are	propaga:ng	at	the	local	fast	magnetosonic	speed	and	are	trapped	in	the	
background	3D	fast	magnetosonic	speed	structure	of	the	model	ac:ve	region.	

	
  The	results	of	the	3D	MHD	model	support	the	interpreta:on	of	the	observed	waves	
in	terms	of	propaga:ng	quasi-periodic	weakly	nonlinear	fast	magnetosonic	waves.	

  The	combina:on	of	the	3D	MHD	model	and	the	observa:ons	allows	further	
development	of	coronal	seismology,	that	includes	magne:c,	density,	and	
temperature	diagnos:c,	based	on	realis:c	modeling.	


